
Inside Crane Point Nature Preserve in Marathon, FL.



Cousin, Luanna, & hubby, Jack, in the Crane Point Museum.



Key Deer, indigenous to Big Pine Key, in the Crane Point Museum.



We take the interesting trolley ride around Crane Point and our guide, 
Russ, was so informative.



The George Adderley family lived at Crane Point for years. They were 
Bahamians.



Information about the Adderley family & how they survived at Crane 
Point.



One of the bedrooms in Adderley’s old house.



This was the kitchen area.



Luanna & Jack took us to beautiful Sombrero Beach in Marathon.



They took us to a pet store to get food for our birds and Carl made 
friends with the birds in the store.



Lovely sunset in Boot Key Harbor, Marathon.



Delightful couple, Monty & Betsy Morris, come over to our boat for 
supper.  They are from Marblehead, Mass. & their boat is called Salsa.



Superbowl Sunday in the Boot Key City Marina building. Lots of 
sailors rooting for either the 49’ers or the Ravens.



We leave Marathon and see a boater feeding a flock of pelicans as we 
exit the mooring field.



Sunset as we leave Florida for Bimini in the Bahamas. 120 mile 
overnight sail which took us 17 hours.



Carl puts up the “Q” flag before we enter Bimini harbor.



Kind of a tricky entrance to the harbor.



At the Blue Water Marina dock, Alice Town, Bimini. Feb. 9, 2013.



Hemingway’s Compleat Angler Bar burned down a few years ago. It’s 
across from the Blue Water Marina.



Getting ready to greet the new high speed Miami to Bimini Ferry 
as it arrives in the harbor.



The Junkanoo Band warms up.



Cute kids in the crowd on the ferry dock.



Another cute little kid.



A almost finished bonefishing boat on display.



Here comes the ferry full of tourists who will stay at the exclusive 
Bimini Bay Resort on the north end of the island.



It’s a catamaran ferry.



We go exploring and find this speed boat high & dry.



We take a long walk up to the Bimini Bay Resort.



Almost empty Bimini Bay marina docks.



Almost empty Bimini Bay shopping & restaurant area.



A big sailboat high and dry in the shallows of the harbor.



Bailey Town cemetery.



Joyce bought delicious conch salad from this stand.



Joyce and a bunch of Canadian sailors at the South Bimini Beach Resort. 
We have lunch there before touring the Shark Lab nearby.



Joyce finds a hammock at the Beach Resort & takes it easy.



Joyce & the Canadians tour the Shark Lab.



Our guide at the Shark Lab, T.J., catches a young lemon shark.



T.J., who works at the Lab, originally from Circle Pines, MN, 
tells us all about sharks. 



Joyce gets to touch this year old shark. It felt like sandpaper!


